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L.ET us consider th.e relativis~ically ~nvariant 
equations for particles of spm 3/2 m an 

electromagnetic field:* 

(l) 

We write the matrices ex. k in the parametric form 
of Petras 1: 

a. k = yk + Yi (Bik- Bki) I V3, yk/ + y'yk = 2gik' 

Bik Bls _ gkt 8 is t 8 ik Bik t 
- ' y = y. 

From Eqs. (I) we find the supplementary condi
tions in relativistically covariant form: 

(2) 

(3) 

Rzs = Bsz_ /yiBsi I (1 + V3) 

(F nl is the tensor of the electromagnetic field). 

s· Q1l" o th h · h · · · mce = , en t e term wit 1T l Is m1ssmg 
in condition (3). For l = 0, the term with a time 
derivative is absent from (3). 

Multiplying Eq. (l) by the matrix 

Cil =I -- 112 (2- V3) YsYiBsi 

and applying condition {2), we get the relativis
tically invariant equation 

(4) 

zk_ k .1-Y:} F k D-1 n8 im 
- Y - 1 2 a nmY Yi Y 

+ i (2- Y3) aFnmD-1yn Bkm, 

M I .2¥3-3 F D-1 n8 im 
= + 1 2 a nmYi Y 

. 1 - V3 !!.... (_!__ F p .D-1) ..,n Bim 
-· l a nm y Y, I 2 x xp 

- (1- V3) (a:P pnmD-1) ynBpm. 

Condition (3) is now the condition for the com
patibility of Eq. (4) and condition (2). The funda
mental equation (l) is equivalent to Eq. (4) with 
conditions (2) and (3). We note that Eq. (4) is 
non-linear relative to the electromagnetic field. 

Taking into account the smallness of the dimen-
sionless parameter (aF = 10- 19 F , where 

nm. nm 

F is measured in the Gaussian system of units), nm 

we solve the equation relative to o /ox 0 , neg
lecting terms of second and higher order relative 
to aF We then get an equation in the Schrodin-nm 
ger form 

ia'Y I axo = H'Y, 

where H is the Hamiltonian of the particle with 
spin 3/2 in the electromagnetic field in the linear 
approximation relative to the small parameter aF nm. 

We remark that the extreme smallness of aF nm 
guarantees as negligibly small the magnitude of 
the contribution in the Hamilton ian from the 
higher approximations in aF nm' even for strong 
fields. 

The Hamiltonian H has the form* 

H = Ho + FnmRnmv (Pv -eAv)+F pnm + oFnm Qnmp 
nm ax ' 

p 

Pv = - ia I axv, 9 = - A 0 , {5) 

1+V3e{ . R nmv = i V 3 ;;_2· (YoYvYiYn- YiYnYoYv) B'm 

- (1- V3) YoYn (Bvm- YoYv Born)}, 
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As can be seen, a particle with spin 3/2 pos
sesses dipole and quadrupole kinematic moments 
and, more over, the Hamiltonian H possesses an un
usual term of a dipole type which depends on the 
momentum.** 

Averaging is carried out over the charge density. 
Therefore the normalization condition has the form 

~ '!'•"'!' (dr) = 1, 

p = 7]a. 0 is the Hermitian charge density matrix. 
The matrix 7] which determines the invariant bi
linear Hermite form (cl>*7]'l') is found in the form 

7l =- YoBii + (2- V3) YiYoYkBik, 

Correspondingly, 

"=- Bii + (1 - V3) y 1ykBik I V3 

·o .r~ oi ,,~ + YiYoB' I t 3 + YoYiB I r 3. 

The mean value of the energy of a particle with 
spin 3/2 in an electromagnetic field will be deter

mined by the formula: 

E = \ 'l'*"i _!!__ 'l' (dr) = \ 'l"*pli'J" (dr). J ax0 J 

Hence for a guarantee of the reality o{ E we have 
the condition of the quasi-hermiticity of the opera
tor H: 

~ {(H(f))* p'l"- <D*pH'I"} (dr) = 0. (6) 

For the Hermitian (5), the condition (6) is satis
fied by taking into account the additional condi
tions (2) and (3). 

The value of the energy in the linear approxi
mation relative to the small parameter aF nm is 
represented in the following form (at the same 
time we transform to the Gaussian units): 

(7) 

Thus a contribution to the energy, in addition 
to terms of the Hamiltonian of the Dirac type H 0 , 

is made by supplementary terms of the dipole type, 
which depend on the momentum, and on the quadru
pole electric and magnetic moments. Averaging 

in Eq. (7) is carried out over '¥* (- B 11 ) '¥- the 
charge density of free particles. 

For comparison we note that particles with 
spins 0 and % do not possess kinematic moments 
while a particle with spin l possesses kinematic 
dipole moments, which do not make a direct con
tribution to the energy but, in spite of this, are 
said to be electromagnetic interactions a-s. 

I consider it my pleasant duty to express my 
thanks to Dozent S. V. lzmailov for pointing out 

the theme and for his constant interest in the 
work. 

* The analysis is carried out in a system of units in 
which 1i = c =I. The metric tensor gik is chosen in 
the form 

goo=_ gll = _ g22 !=_~!faa= 1, gik = 0 (i =f=k). 

* In the summation the Latin indices run as above 
over the values 0, 1, 2, 3, and the Greek o~er the ' 
values 1, 2, 3. 

** Terms of such a type were first obtained by Dar

w~n 2 in. th~ ~?on-relativistic apJI'OXimation for particles 
wrth spm ~ man electromagnetic field. 
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J N experiments conducted up to the present time 
there has not been discovered any noticeable 


